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The newest scientific and commercial imaging spectro-radi-
ometers collect high signal-to-noise ratio data with simultane-
ously high spectral and spatial resolution. The design of these
systems and the availability of information-rich data pose
unique challenges to system designers and data analysts.
These challenges include optomechanical sensor designs,
system trade-offs, calibration, atmospheric correction, on-
board processing, compression, data exploitation, and infor-
mation extraction. Equally important is the understanding of
hyperspectral phenomenology and its translation into useful
exploitation tools for the spectral community. The collection of
twelve papers in this special section highlights some of the
state-of-the-art advancements within imaging spectrometry
design, modeling, algorithms, and applications.

Four papers describe advances in the development of
novel instruments. Zhang et al. examine a novel snapshot
Fourier transform imaging spectrometer that uses a rapid
image registration approach that can be parallelized for
speed. Wang et al. present a unique snapshot visible-to-
near infrared hyperspectral imaging system with fiber-optic
bundle that maps two-dimensional spatial information into sin-
gle linear dimension for dispersion onto a conventional area
detector array. Maione et al. describe a unique narrowband
snapshot imaging spectrometer using polarization grating-
based spatial heterodyning of a Savart plate interferometer.
Hallada et al. provide computational modeling and an exper-
imental demonstration of a Fresnel zone light field spectrom-
eter that incorporates an axial dispersion binary diffraction
optic with a light field detector.

Modeling instrument performance is the topic of two
papers. Silny and Zellinger examine radiometric sensitivity
metrics of spectral remote sensing systems based on a con-
trast measure that distinguish the total at-aperture signal from
the useful portion of signal emanating from the target itself,
thereby providing a more accurate measure of utility within
an operational environment. In another paper, Silny proposes

best practices for modeling the resolution of dispersive imag-
ing spectrometers, including the use of standardized terminol-
ogy and a physical optics resolution model that accounts for
the effects of slit diffraction and partial coherence.

Four papers discuss spectral algorithms and processing.
Pieper et al. address the challenges of temperature-emissivity
separation in longwave hyperspectral data sets and the per-
formance limitations of commonly implemented techniques.
Ziemann and Theiler examine a modification of the popular
target detection algorithm known as the subspace adaptive
coherence/cosine estimator (ACE). The conventional ACE
assumes an unconstrained subspace that is physically unre-
alistic, so the authors modified the algorithm with constraints
to create a simplex for target and background that can
improve detection performance. Rauss and Rosario develop
a novel deep learning technique based upon belief networks
for material classification using longwave infrared hyperspec-
tral data collected over several months that includes varia-
tions from diurnal and seasonal cycles. Martin and Gross
discuss a technique for estimating the index of refraction of
remotely sensed materials using polarimetric longwave infra-
red hyperspectral data, with the advantage that these esti-
mated parameters are invariant to geometry.

Last but not least, the application of imaging spectrometry
is the topic of two papers. Bai et al. examine a unique appli-
cation of hyperspectral imaging to the analysis of artwork and
cultural artifacts. Data is collected of the 15th century Gough
Map of Britain to analyze alterations and characteristics of the
artifact not recognizable by the human eye or conventional
color imagery. Chen et al. apply hyperspectral imaging to geo-
logical prospecting using a custom setup that analyzes drill
core samples with commercially available visible-to-near infra-
red and shortwave infrared slit-based imaging spectrometers.

We hope that this special section provides readers with
highlights of the recent developments within the broad field
of imaging spectrometry. We would also like to take this
opportunity to thank the contributing authors and the staff of
Optical Engineering in helping compile this special section.© 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)
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